Design & Media Production Technology Diploma eMAP
Text only eMAP

Important!

- All online classes require one on campus visit per term
- Set up and activate your Student CTC E-mail account
- Register for Eagle Alert
- CTC Department of Public Safety: (770)-529-2311

DMPT Core Studio Classes
- DMPT 1000 – Intro to Design & Media Prod. (First class)
- DMPT 1005 – Vector Graphics
- DMPT 1010 – Raster Imaging

Studio Electives: Choose 5
- DMPT 1020 – Photography
- DMPT 1040 – Intro: Animation
- DMPT 2400 – Basic 3D Modeling
- DMPT 2600 – Video Editing
- DMPT 1025 – Production Photography
- DMPT 2105 – Page Layout
- DMPT 2405 – Intro: 3D Modeling
- DMPT 2605 – Intro: Video Compositing
- DMPT 2300 – Web Interface Design
- DMPT 2110 – Publication Design
- DMPT 2415 – Character Rigging
- DMPT 2610 – Video Compositing
- DMPT 2325 – Intro to Virtual Reality
- DMPT 2115 – Advertising / Promo. Design
- DMPT 2425 – Effects Animation
- DMPT 2620 – Graphics for TV
- DMPT 2905 – Practicum / Internship
- DMPT 2470 – 3D Character Animation

Required General Studies
- COMP 1000 – Intro. To Computers
- ENGL 1010 – Fundamentals of English
- MATH 1012 – Foundations of Math
- PSYC 1010 – Basic Psychology

Last Class
DMPT 2930 – Exit Review
This eMAP along with meeting regularly with your program advisor and using DegreeWorks will help you stay on track to finish your program as quickly as possible and graduate from CTC.
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